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Final Report for the Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat: 
Niagara Catholic District School Board’s Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project 

(2013-2014) 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Background 

Recently, NCDSB identified three areas of need with respect to teacher professional learning: (1) 
building an understanding of literacy needs and types of assessment; (2) strategic direction for student 
achievement (NCDSB – BIPSA 2013-2014); (3) strengthening the impact of professional development.  To 
build an understanding of literacy needs and types of assessment, NCDSB decided to focus on components 
of the Adolescent Literacy Guide during the design of a unit of study. Following the backward-design model, 
there was a focus on assessment for/as/of learning. The strategic direction within NCDSB is to advance 
student achievement and close the achievement gap for all students. To accomplish this, teachers have 
been provided with classroom-embedded learning opportunities to increase their understanding and 
application of assessment strategies. As well, NCDSB sought to support teachers as they engage in 
collaborative inquiry to examine their practice and facilitate student-led inquiry. Related to these areas of 
need, NCDSB acknowledges that they desire to strengthen the impact of professional development.  

  Adolescent learning evolves during the transition from elementary to secondary school and teachers 
must be responsive to these multifaceted changes. A comprehensive approach to language and literacy 
instruction should include questioning, metacognitive strategies, critical literacy skills and opportunities for 
adolescent students to voice their ideas. Since literacy learning is a shared learning responsibility, teachers 
should collectively engage in research, collaboration and professional learning. Such embedded 
professional learning is especially productive when it fosters peer interactions that center on a common 
professional resource or an instructional method (Hadar & Brody, 2010).  

To positively impact the literacy learning of adolescent students, programs of professional learning 
should be collaborative, job-embedded and inquiry-based. It is important for teachers to be a part of the 
learning process, where educators can seek answers to questions they have rather than being told what they 
need to do. An effective method to undergird growth in educators is the formation of collaborative inquiry 
teams that engage in cycle of professional learning (Coburn & Stein, 2010).  

A complementary blend of professional learning approaches might be found in collaborative inquiry, 
co-planning and teacher moderation. Co-planning involves a small group of teachers who work collaborative 
to plan lessons and provide students with an enhanced learning environment. Teacher moderation of 
student work can contribute to consistent and reliable assessment and aligned instructional design (Literacy 
& Numeracy Secretariat, 2007). These theoretical and practical considerations were integrated into the 
integral to the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project that has been evaluated herein. 

 
Research Design and Methodology 

This case study research reports on a program of professional learning that eighth and ninth grade 
teachers engaged in establishing their own inquiry and collaborating to plan a language unit.  Debriefing 
about this collaborative inquiry process was encouraged post-unit delivery and in teacher and student open 
forums. Data were collected over an 8-month period (October-May) in 4 elementary and 2 secondary 
schools with teachers (n=10), department heads, students, and literacy coaches/facilitators. Multiple forms of 
data were collected: fieldnotes (during meetings, lessons), surveys (teachers), interviews (teachers, 
students, coaches/facilitators), artefacts (work samples, forum summaries, reflections). Qualitative and 
quantitative analyses were conducted. 
 
Findings 

The Adolescent Literacy Guide (MOE, 2012) was the primary professional resource that was 
highlighted in this project, and the teachers declared that it is an effective and valuable reference. At the end 
of the project, teachers collectively evaluated the efficacy of the Guide and stated that it reaffirmed and 
consolidated their existing best practices in adolescent literacy instruction. Many teachers reported that they 
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will continue to embed the Guide in their future practice and they are eager to promote the value of this 
resource among their colleagues. 

The participating teachers sought to supplement their literacy instruction with technology to create 
relevant learning experiences that mirrored students’ daily lives. They taught students the skills and habits 
required to be critical media consumers and users of information. Teachers also used the Learning 
Management System (LMS) as an instructional support tool for their students. In the coming year, a few of 
the teachers intend to integrate blogging into the classroom to enhance and support already-established 
classroom practices, such as literature response.  

Enhancements to teachers’ assessment practices were evident in their adoption of the backwards 
design model, use of success criteria and greater emphasis on diagnostic and formative assessment. This 
was apparent as teachers shifted away from the product of learning (i.e., grading) towards the process of 
learning. These teachers became confident in their understanding of students’ literacy skills, their abilities to 
adapt and differentiate literacy instruction and use appropriate assessment methods. The concrete 
experiences that teachers engaged in during the professional learning maximized their immediate transfer 
from the in-service training to their respective classrooms.      

The participating teachers acknowledge the benefits of reflection on their practice as they began to 
question long-standing beliefs and consider implications for their professional practices. Within their 
collaborative inquiry groups, the teachers were willing to take risks to explore different pedagogies and use 
new resources as they planned instructional units. It became apparent that the hard work, time, and effort 
the teachers invested in their unit plans were well worth the intrinsic satisfaction they subsequently felt. 
When there were dynamic relationships between collaborating teachers there was a reported increase in 
teacher self-efficacy. Moreover, based on their successful and positive co-planning experiences, several of 
the teachers intend to continue to engage in this activity and maintain their collaborative relationships.  

Participating in this project enabled teachers to confront and challenge some of the misconceptions 
they held about their cross panel colleagues’ teaching practices. As a result, teachers noticed an increase in 
continuity and progression of learning from elementary to secondary school in terms of the instructional 
strategies, supports, and assessments used across both panels. The returning Grade 9 teacher participants 
(from Year 1) reportedly sustained changes to their instructional practices as a function of participating in this 
project in Year 2. Changes adopted include a shift from a passive, top-down experience to an active, bottom-
up experience which maximized student engagement and supported students’ success. 

The voice of the adolescent learner was prominent in the findings of this project. Why? Student voice 
was given the opportunity to be heard and it was valued. Grade 8, 9 and 10 students stated that they are 
engaged in literacy learning when the teacher makes connections to their prior knowledge, actively involves 
them in discussion and peer collaboration, and provides clear explanations and instructions. In particular, 
they value success criteria, sample exemplars and explicit details about expectations. The benefits and 
challenges of peer collaboration were articulated such as encouraging all to participate, and respectfully 
letting all voices be heard. The students spoke to their appreciation of teachers who get to know and 
understand them and make connections to them, their peers and their reality. Making learning relevant and 
opening up options to their interests provides these adolescent learners with opportunities for choice and 
ultimately self-determination. Choosing resources, texts and topics that are relevant to their contemporary 
lives is essential.  They enjoy the exercise to critically analyze current news events and this increased their 
interest in literacy learning. Finally, it is reasonable to conjecture that a student outcome of this project is 
student confidence. Students expressed that their literacy strengths relate to reading engagement and 
comprehension as well as writing with coherent expression. Discussion is viewed instrumentally as 
contributing to fruitful and diverse communication.     

 
Lessons Learned 

Teachers in both panels have begun to establish a bridge by co-planning and using common 
strategies in their literacy unit planning, instruction, and assessment. The consequence: their students 
experienced consistency in literacy pedagogy with clear assessment checking for their understanding. 
Teacher release time to engage in collaborative inquiry and co-plan with teaching partners was integral to 
the facilitation of this program. Future iterations of this project (or a hybrid version of this project) should 
harness the experience of the exemplary veteran teacher participants. As well, facilitators might re-evaluate 
the inclusion of co-teaching in subsequent cross panel project designs.  
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Final Report for the Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat: 
Niagara Catholic District School Board’s Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project 

(2013-2014) 
 

Background 
Identified Areas of Need 
 
(1) Building an Understanding of Literacy Needs and Types of Assessment 

Over the school year 2013-2014, participating teachers focused their new learning around two 
components (Critical Literacy and Strategy) of the Adolescent Literacy Guide (Ministry of Education, 
2012) as well as how to construct a unit of study following the backward-design model while focusing 
on the three types of assessment: assessment as, for, and of learning. The emphasis on scaffolding 
learning was transparent as teachers needed to identify how the assessment for learning pieces that 
they were created were literacy-rich tasks while helping to prepare students to reach their potential and 
meet the expectations of the rubric and success criteria as outlined in the assessment of learning 
piece.  Via the blog on the LMS (Learning Management System) board platform, teachers were 
required to post responses to the following questions around assessment, particularly as they relate to 
their assessment for learning pieces: 
 

1. Why was this specific assessment taking place?  
2. What was being assessed? 
3. What assessment method was used?  
4. How was the quality ensured in this assessment process? 
5. What can we learn from this assessment/literacy-rich task? 
6. How will the information from this assessment be used for further classes and/or                                 
assessments? (Essentially, what was learned from today's lesson…) 

Their articulation of these responses speaks to the success of the literacy rich tasks around the 
respective components of critical literacy and strategy. Further evidence to shed light on the power of 
the AFLs created by the teachers was when all participating teachers had an opportunity to preview the 
completed AFL and AOL student activities and identify, using sticky notes, where in the work the 
student indicators listed in the Adolescent Literacy Guide, under each component, were located. 
Student engagement and understanding were heightened due to the scaffolding and the literacy-rich 
activities. 

According to the Adolescent Literacy Guide, it is important for literacy to be embedded in all 
subject areas, and in all grades.  Literacy is defined as more than just reading and writing, it is how a 
child understands the world around them.  Since the release of the Think Literacy documents and the 
ongoing implementation of Ontario Curriculum documents, teachers at NCDSB have participated in 
various professional learning sessions that have literacy embedded strategies. However, these 
sessions have not lead to a deeper consistent approach to implementation of literacy based classroom 
instruction.   

Moreover, with the release of Growing Success Assessment, Evaluation & Reporting (Ministry of 
Education, 2010), it has been NCDSB’s vision to find ways to integrate effective assessment strategies 
into collaborative inquiry networks.  It has become evident that although teachers understand the 
importance of embedding literacy through-out all subject areas, questions are consistently raised about: 
(1) the consistency of classroom literacy instruction across the intermediate grades, and (2) the use of 
learning goals and success criteria when assessing and evaluating students, and (3) the use of ‘literacy 
units’ within the intermediate grades. 
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(2) Strategic Direction for Student Achievement (NCDSB – BIPSA 2013-2014) 

With Ministry of Education, Board and school teaching and learning initiatives, one of NCDSB’s 
goals is to advance student achievement and close the achievement gap for all students. The following 
“If…then” statements were the various literacy theories of action for our board, which helped to guide the 
direction of this Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project: 
 

>If we provide teachers with classroom-embedded learning opportunities to increase their 
understanding and application of AFL strategies and provide administrators and teachers with 
professional learning about AFL, then all students will be engaged and will improve their 
academic achievement as they will clearly understand learning goals, co-construct success 
criteria, and receive timely and specific descriptive feedback to understand their strengths and 
areas for improvement prior to evaluation. 

 
>If we support teachers as they engage in collaborative inquiry to examine problems of practice 
and provide teachers with professional learning to implement the gradual release of inquiry model 
that supports student-led inquiry and engage in professional learning communities (PLCs) then 
students will be engaged in learning to improve achievement.  

 
(3) Strengthening the Impact of Professional Development 

Over the past five years, the model of professional development has evolved at NCDSB.  
Ballroom style professional development that focused on a guest speaker addressing a large crowd is 
no longer standard practice.  Overwhelming feedback from educators expressed the need for more 
practical, hands-on sessions. Teaching Learning Critical Pathways (TLCP) sessions were well received 
by educators at NCDSB.  These sessions were very helpful in that they allowed teachers to focus on 
the student with the initiation of moderated marking, and gave teachers the venue needed to engage in 
professional dialogue.  The problem with the TLCP model was that it was too structured and educators 
requested more flexibility to answer the questions they had concerning student achievement.  This 
facilitated the need for the movement towards collaborative inquiry for professional development.  
According to the Capacity Building Series Monograph on Collaborative Teacher Inquiry (Literacy & 
Numeracy Secretariat, 2010), it is important for teachers to be a part of the learning process, where 
educators can seek answers to questions they have rather than being told what they need to do. 
  

 
Theoretical and Practical Foundations 

 
Academic Research 
 

Intermediate and secondary level teachers are acutely aware of the uniqueness of their 
adolescent learners. Adolescence is a period of development marked by significant physical, emotional 
and cognitive change in students. While adolescents thrive on social interaction with their peers, they 
also have the need for autonomy and self-determination. Their learning needs evolve during the 
transition from elementary to secondary school and teachers must be aware and responsive to these 
multifaceted changes. As illustration, “…by the time adolescents enter the middle grades, they have 
learned a great deal about literacy. However, they need to learn more. Literacy continues to evolve as 
the world changes, its demands shifting and becoming more complex” (Ministry of Education, 2012). 
Adolescent learners desire to be heard and when they are respected for their knowledge and 
experience, they are engaged in the learning process. When their interests are honoured and 
adolescents are instrumental in determining their own learning goals, they are connected to their 
education (EduGAINS, 2012).  
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Further, the Adolescent Literacy Guide (Ministry of Education, 2012) states that when positioning 
their language and literacy programs, teachers should bear in mind that literacy is developed through 
thinking, expressing and reflecting in active and responsive learning environments. A comprehensive 
approach to language and literacy instruction should include questioning, metacognitive strategies, 
critical literacy skills and opportunities for adolescent students to voice their ideas. Since literacy 
learning is a shared learning responsibility, teachers should collectively engage in research, 
collaboration and professional learning. Such embedded professional learning is effective as it honours 
teachers’ pre-existing knowledge and experience and enables them to learn from each other 
(Desimone, 2011; Opfer & Pedder, 2011). Moreover, such embedded professional learning is especially 
productive when it fosters peer interactions that center on a common professional resource or an 
instructional method (Hadar & Brody, 2010). These instructional components were all considerations in 
the design of the professional learning that was the focus of this project.    

Adolescents crave to communicate with each other and share ideas in a technology rich 
environment. Teachers must embrace technology to enhance students’ learning in addition to teaching 
students to be critical consumers of digital technology. To accomplish this, teachers need to explicitly 
provide students with instruction on accessing, analyzing, evaluating and communicating about and 
through media. This supports students’ critical thinking and collaboration skills (Hobbs, 2011). The 
Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project sought to promote adolescent learning through 
technology and critical analysis of media.  

To positively impact the literacy learning of adolescent students, programs of professional 
learning should be collaborative, job-embedded and inquiry-based. This approach builds capacity, 
informs instructional practice and contributes to a culture of learning (Institute for Educational 
Leadership, 2012). Such programs can be facilitated when teachers from different school sites strive to 
collaborate and nurture professional working relationships. Skilled facilitators should be available to 
support and sustain collaboration and leaders such as coaches and department heads should engage 
as participants in the professional learning groups (Institute for Educational Leadership, 2012). 

An effective method to undergird growth in educators is the formation of collaborative inquiry 
teams that engage in cycle of professional learning (Coburn & Stein, 2010). Collaborative inquiry was 
first proposed by John Heron in 1971 and later expanded by Peter Reason (2006) and it includes 
“research ‘with’ rather than ‘on’ people.” It emphasizes that all active participants are fully involved in 
research decisions as co-researchers. The research process includes a four stage iterative cycle with 
deepening experience and knowledge as a function of every cycle. This cycle begins with planning: 
identifying a literacy need, selecting a learning focus, and determining professional learning to address 
students’ literacy need. The second stage is acting: implementing evidence-based strategies and 
evaluating the outcomes. Then collaborators observe, building their experiential knowledge to re-apply 
it.  Finally, there is reflecting: examining, analyzing and evaluating the results of the learning.  

The cycle of collaborative inquiry is only as effective as the degree of teacher participation. There 
are seven common characteristics of collaborative teacher inquiry that contribute to enhanced 
professional learning: relevant, collaborative, reflective, iterative, reasoned, adaptive, reciprocal 
(Literacy & Numeracy Secretariat, 2010). Relevant teacher inquiry is steered by students’ learning. 
Then teachers may engage in a collaborative and reflective process of improving their practices. Ideally, 
this process is iterative and teachers continuously act, analyze, reflect and adjust practices. The 
analyses should be evidence driven and reasoned.  Finally, teachers’ practice adapts and informs 
subsequent professional practice and theory. It should be noted that a degree of trust among teacher 
participants is integral as teachers expose their praxis to the analysis of their peers and take risks when 
practicing new instructional methods (Joyce & Calhoun, 2010).             

A complementary blend of professional learning approaches might be found in collaborative 
inquiry, co-planning and teacher moderation. Co-planning involves a small group of teachers who work 
collaborative to plan lessons and provide students with an enhanced learning environment. Co-planning 
has the potential to create bonding opportunities for teachers and engage them in collaborative, 
interdisciplinary planning (Coffey, 2013). Typically, co-planning requires that teachers spend dedicated 
time developing curriculum and instructional methods before they facilitate a lesson.  Extending the 
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premise of collaboration, teacher moderation of student work can contribute to consistent and reliable 
assessment and aligned instructional design (Literacy & Numeracy Secretariat, 2007). This informs 
evidence-based assessment for, as and of learning. These theoretical and practical considerations 
were integrated into the integral to the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project that has been 
evaluated herein. 

 
 
 
 

Ministry of Education and Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat Resources 
 
The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8 Language (2006) & English, Grades 9 and 10 English (2007) 
 

The Ontario curriculum documents were the key components used in the Cross Panel Literacy 
Collaborative Inquiry.  Teachers used the documents throughout the collaborative inquiry as a starting 
point for open discussions, curriculum mapping, co-planning and co-teaching.  They were used 
extensively as a reference to understanding the similarities and differences between language, English 
and how literacy impacts both the elementary and secondary classroom practices. 

   
K-12 School Effectiveness Framework (Ministry of Education, 2010) 
 

Key components of NCDSB’s Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project are the effective 
practices of assessment for, as, and of learning, school and classroom leadership and student voice. 
The following indicators from the K-12 School Effectiveness Framework (Ministry of Education, 2010) 
were instrumental factors within this project: 

 
Assessment for, as and of Learning 

 
Indicator 1.4: Assessment tasks are aligned with the curriculum, collaboratively developed by 

teachers and the resulting demonstrations of student learning analyzed to ensure consistency with 
success criteria. 

Specifically: Collaborative planning processes were used to craft meaningful assessment tasks 
that aligned understanding of performance levels across grades, and courses (curriculum mapping, co-
planning, co-teaching). Common assessments of learning were developed collaboratively by cross 
panel grade teams. 

 
School and Classroom Leadership 

 
Indicator 2.1: Collaborative instructional leadership builds capacity to strengthen and enhance 

teaching and learning.  
Specifically: Effective teaching practices, modeled in the PLC were used within classrooms during 

co-teaching. Collaborative learning, co-planning and/or co-teaching was implemented inform 
instructional practices to meet the needs of students. 

 
Indicator 2.4: Job-embedded and inquiry-based professional learning builds capacity, informs 

instructional practice and contributes to a culture of learning. 
Specifically: Administrators regularly visited all classrooms to participate in the ongoing inquiry 

into effective instructional practices and how to increase their impact on student learning.  Knowledge 
and effective instructional practices were shared (e.g., through co-planning, co-teaching, mentoring and 
coaching).  Risk taking was demonstrated by trying new instructional practices and strategies.  
Consistent language and practices were modeled across classrooms. 
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Student Voice 
 
Indicator 3.3: Students are partners in conversations about school improvement 
Specifically: Articulated their role relative to the priorities of the school and contributed ideas, 

identify needs and celebrated strengths.  Articulated what would help to strengthen the learning 
environment. 

 
Growing Success:  Assessment, Evaluation and Reporting (Ministry of Education, 2010) 

 
The Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry focused on creating a more consistent approach 

to teaching language arts/English within the intermediate grades, and therefore a more consistent 
approach to assessment and evaluation practices.  The Growing Success document was referenced in 
discussions when co-planning and incorporating learning goals and success criteria into their co-
teaching lessons.  Also the Growing Success document supported intermediate teachers as they 
strived to better understand how to incorporate the four categories of knowledge and skills into their 
own assessment and evaluation practices.  

 
Adolescent Literacy Guide:  A Professional Learning Resource for Literacy, Grades 7-12 (Ministry of 
Education, 2012) 

 
The Adolescent Literacy Guide provided participating teachers and administrators strong supports 

while developing their understanding of adolescent literacy and how it impacts student understanding.  
According to the Literacy Guide, it is very important to take into consideration all aspects of the 
adolescent student including the physical, cognitive, emotional and social development as well as the 
importance of the learning environment.  Educators were encouraged to use the Guide as a tool when 
co-planning their co-teaching lessons. One family of schools focused on the strategy component while 
the other family of schools focused on the critical literacy component.  
 
LMS (Learning Management System) 
 

 Teachers were required to upload their complete units of study indicating which literacy-rich 
tasks were AFL, AAL, and AOL pieces before they rolled-out the unit within their respective classrooms. 
Also, teachers were encouraged to blog their progress with their co-creation of lessons, as well as their 
lesson delivery and evolving understanding of the various types of assessment used within their 
classroom.  

 
 

Research Questions 
 

The research questions are consistent with the NCDSB`s goals for the 2013-2014 Cross Panel 
Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project and they mirror those that were posed for the research that was 
conducted in the Winter/Spring of 2013. The research questions relate to teachers’ practices and 
beliefs, and impact on students’ achievement: 
 
Teachers’ Practices 
 

1. How has collaborative inquiry contributed to teachers’ (Grades 8 and 9) change in literacy 
instructional practices? 
a. What are the instructional practices that are supporting students’ literacy development? 
b. What supports (including professional learning resources) did the team find helpful and 

why? 
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Teachers’ Beliefs and Perceptions 
 

2. Has the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project: 
a. …increased teachers’ self-efficacy in literacy instruction? 
b. …made teachers aware of literacy instruction in another panel? 
c. …made an impact on teachers’ intentions for their future practice? 

3. Do teachers perceive growth in their knowledge of literacy instructional practices? How and 
why? 

 
Comparing Teachers’ Practices and Beliefs: Years 1 and 2 
 

4. Were there any instructional and/or assessment practices learned in Year 1 transferred by 
teachers into Year 2 of the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project? If so, how? 

 
Students’ Achievement 
 

5. What are the students’ (Grade 8 and 9) perceptions of their literacy development and 
preparedness for secondary-level English?  

6. Is there an impact on students’ literacy achievement as a function of their teachers’ 
participation in the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project? 

 
Research Design 

 
Professional Learning Program 
 

This research reports on a program of professional learning that eighth and ninth grade teachers 
engaged in together. Teachers were provided with professional learning and support in the use of the 
instructional methods of collaborative inquiry. This was accomplished through professional learning 
sessions that sought to encourage teachers to establish their own inquiry and collaborate as they plan 
together and teach in parallel.  As partners, these cross panel teachers focused on a collaborative 
inquiry that involved co-planning and debriefing after classroom instruction.   

It was also the intention of this initiative to increase teachers’ awareness of instruction in another 
panel (i.e., elementary or secondary), enhance their assessment practices and address potential 
apprehensions that students might hold with respect to high school English.  

Operationally, the professional learning program included the following key components:  
• Introductory Plenary Sessions (two full days) 
• Collective Co-planning Sessions (two full days) 
• Flexible Co-Planning Sessions (three-five days of release time on-site)  
• In-Class Observations (one-two lesson observation in family of schools) 
• Teacher Moderation (half day) and Forum (half day)  
• Student Forum (half day) 
 
Introductory Plenary Sessions  

 
The Introductory Plenary Sessions were facilitated by James (K-12 Literacy Consultant) with 

support from Jessica and Richard, two NCDSB Literacy Coaches (see Table 1.). All teachers intending 
to participate in the project attended this session to establish their inquiry, review their involvement in 
co-planning and discuss data collection. The year previous, some of these teachers had participated in 
the project and focused on establishing collaborative relationships between the grade 8 and 9 teachers. 
For this current iteration, the Lead Facilitator sought to guide the teachers as they self-determined their 
statement of inquiry and details related to collaboration within their school sites.    
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Collective Co-Planning Sessions 
 
Each of the participating teachers attended two days to engage in collegial co-planning for their 

upcoming unit of study.  This co-planning was done at the board office. James facilitated these sessions 
and provided the foundation of the role of inquiry and their focus on assessment for/as/of learning. 
Additionally, the Adolescent Literacy Guide was introduced as a key resource and the LMS access and 
use was reviewed. On the second day, the teachers spent the majority of time working together in small 
planning groups that organically formed through recognition of their common interests.    

 
Flexible Co- Planning Sessions 
 
Teachers booked these half days in advance and were given release time. At each of the school 

sites the dyads/partners came together at mutually agreed upon times. During the co-planning the 
teachers decided on the lesson goals, strategies, activities and resources that would be needed to 
facilitate a common unit of study in their respective classrooms.  With reference to the participant 
sample below (Table 1.), Schools 1 and 2 (elementary) and School 6 (secondary) designed a unit that 
focused on news reporting. At Schools 3 and 4 (elementary) and School 5 (secondary) the instructional 
unit centred on critical literacy and bias. 

 
In-Class Observations 
 
In each of the six school sites, unit lessons were observed by participating teachers from their 

respective family of schools. This occurred on one or two occasions in each of the classrooms. The 
Lead Facilitator, James, and the Literacy Coaches were also available during the co-planning sessions 
and in-class observations to provide the teachers with on-going assistance. After the in-class 
observations, there was time devoted to the debriefing of these sessions. Teacher participants shared 
their experiences and perceptions with their colleagues.  

 
Teacher Moderation and Forum   

 
Teachers came together for a half day of moderation of student work. They shared samples of the 

tasks that students completed as a function of the units that they had previously co-planned. Teachers 
discussed key indicators of student success and challenge. The goal of this Teacher Moderation 
session was to use assessment of the student work to inform future instruction. Based on their findings, 
teachers articulated their next steps.  

Participating teachers involved in the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project met for a 
half day Forum. This was facilitated like a focus group discussion. They reviewed the work of their 
students from the previous Student Forum (see below). Then they met in their family of schools and 
discussed the following questions: “Literacy is….” “If assessment for learning is used to scaffold learning 
then…” “What were the big ideas that the students learned from the activities?” “What is the importance 
of the backwards design model to our planning?” “What are the components of the Adolescent Literacy 
Guide that informed our lessons?” “How do the AFLs contribute to student learning?” “How does our 
students’ learning that lead to the next steps in instruction?” “What does it look like when you are 
engaged in your leaning?” “What holds you back from being engaged in your learning?” “What actions 
can students take to improve how education looks and feels?”      

   
Student Forum 

 
A representative sample of students (n=24) from all six participating schools attended a half day, 

guided focus group. This was facilitated by James and the two Literacy Coaches, Jessica and Richard 
assisting during the small group discussions and data collection. Students viewed a video on the 
empowerment of the adolescent voice. There were three student discussion activities:  
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1. What does it look like when you are engaged in your learning? 
2. What holds you back from being engaged in your learning? 
3. What actions can adults take adults to improve how education looks and feels? 

 
 

Methodology 
 

 Case study is an exploration of a bounded system or a case (or multiple cases) over time 
through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information rich in context 
(Creswell, 2012). For the present research, a collective, multi-site case study design (Merriam, 2009) 
was employed.  This study was bounded by time and place. This is considered an evaluative case study 
as it is an analysis into an educational program to determine its impact/effectiveness. Data were 
collected over a 7-month period (October-May) with facilitators, teachers, department heads and 
students from NCDSB in southern Ontario. The purpose of this collective case study is to understand 
and document the effects of collaborative inquiry with grades 7-9 literacy educators who have engaged 
in co-planning in an effort to address a student learning need in English language arts. This research 
employed mixed methods of data collection, combining quantitative and qualitative data to examine the 
phenomenon being studied. Ethical clearance to conduct data collection was granted by both Brock 
University Research Ethics Board and Niagara Catholic District School Board’s research ethics boards. 
All participants (teachers, facilitators, department heads, parents of students) signed informed consent 
forms. 
 
School Sites, Teachers and Roles 
 

 Four elementary schools (Schools 1-4) and two secondary schools (Schools 5 and 6) participated 
in this program. There were 10 teachers (grades 7-9) and 2 English department heads that fully 
participated in the program; their students indirectly participated as recipients of the teachers’ 
professional learning. All of the teachers participated in the whole-group sessions (Teacher Forums). 
Tristan, is the high school English Department Head at School 6 (feeder schools are Schools 1 and 2) 
and Philip is the English Department Head at School 5 (feeder schools are Schools 3 and 4). Tracy is a 
grade 10 English teacher who did not participate in the co-teaching sessions. Tracy participated in Year 
1 of the cross panel project, and was asked to serve as a mentor for the other teacher participants.  
There were also 5 teachers from the two high schools that participated in the first few months of the 
program (attended whole-group sessions and blogged), but did not actively continue with the project 
into the second semester as they were not assigned to teach Grade 9 English.  The following Table 1. 
offers a profile of each of these school sites, the teachers, grades, and the roles of the facilitators and 
department heads.  
 

School Teacher Grade Role 

1 
 

Evan  8 Teacher 

Amy  7/8 Teacher 

2 Stephanie  8 Teacher 

3 Ted  8 Teacher 

Tammy   8 Teacher 

4 Samantha  8 Teacher 

 Mario  8 Teacher 

5 Jamie  9 Teacher 

Philip  9 Department Head 

6 
 

Tracy  9 Teacher 

Tristan  9 Department Head 
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Larry  9 Teacher 

 James   Lead Facilitator/K-12 Literacy 
Consultant 

Jessica  Literacy Coach 

Richard  Literacy Coach 

 
Table 1. Summary of Sample: Schools, Teachers, Grades, Roles 
  
 
 

There were 5 targeted Grade 10 students that were tracked into Year 2 of this project (they had 
participated in Year 1 as Grade 9 students). Additionally, the students of the teachers were indirect 
participants in this research. They were unobtrusively observed during class and samples of their work 
were garnered. From this total sample of students, 24 attended a Student Forum where they contributed 
to additional sources of data (see next section).   
 
Data Collection 
 

Qualitative and quantitative data were collected from four sets of participants: teachers, 
facilitators, department heads and students. The researchers triangulated the data collected through the 
use of multiple sources of evidence within each participant set.  
   

Teacher and Department Head Data 
 

1. Surveys  
An online survey (hosted on SurveyMonkey™) was posted by the school board in October. The 

online survey captured teachers’ current practices and beliefs related to literacy instruction and use of 
technology. The surveys were coded for each of the teacher participants. The survey consisted of 24 
questions on a 5-point Likert scale (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly Agree). 
The survey questions were intended to help teacher participants reflect on their current conceptions of 
(media) literacy, language arts/English, and technology. The surveys were adapted from a previously 
administered instrument (Schmidt, Baran, Thompson, Mishra, Koehler, & Shin, 2009). As part of the 
analyses, the questions were clustered into categories: Technology Knowledge, Content Knowledge, 
and Pedagogical Knowledge.  

 
2. Anecdotal Notes during Professional Learning  Meetings, Observations and Teacher Forums 
There were four full-day plenary sessions (October 24 & 25; November 7 & 8) and two half-day 

teacher-released professional learning meetings (April 7 & 24). For each of these sessions, the 
researchers took anecdotal notes of the professional dialogue and evidence of teachers’ beliefs and 
practices related to literacy instruction.  

 
3. Interviews 
At each of the schools, the teachers were given release time to be individually interviewed (n=10 

teachers; n=2 department heads) in May, 2014. The purpose of the interview was to garner an 
elaboration on the teachers’ practices and beliefs with examples and illustrations from the classroom. 
Teachers were asked 11 questions about their language arts/English programs, their personal 
definitions of literacy, and frequently used literacy resources. They were asked about their perceptions 
of students’ literacy achievement. Finally, they were queried about their own professional learning 
growth and self-efficacy in literacy instruction as a function of participating in this collaborative inquiry. 
The 30 minute interviews were transcribed by the researchers and an assistant.  
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Facilitator Data 
 

1. Anecdotal Notes during Professional Learning  Meetings 
As abovementioned, there were during all of the plenary sessions and teacher-released 

professional learning meetings. For each of these sessions, the researchers took anecdotal notes of the 
professional dialogue and evidence of the facilitator’s practices. 

 
2. Interviews 
Each of the three facilitators were interviewed in May, 2014. The purpose of the interview was to 

garner an elaboration on their evaluation of the project and changes in teachers’ practices and beliefs. 
The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed by the researchers and an assistant. 
 

  
Student Data     

 
1. Reflections  
In class, teachers asked their students to reflect on the lessons that they participated in. 

Reflection prompts were open-ended and students responded in short answer format. Prompts 
included: “What did you learn through the course of this unit?” “What part of this unit did you like best 
and why?” “How confident do you feel in your ability to write a successful news report now that this unit 
has concluded?” “Do you feel that the learning goal to expand your knowledge of this news report has 
been enhanced by this group activity and assignment?” “How do you think you could have improved 
your performance on this writing task?” “Did you like being able to choose a story from different 
options?”   

From the grade 9 student population, there were 99 students in the two high schools and 10 
students from grade 8 that responded to these prompts.  

 
2. Anecdotal Notes of Student Forum   
A Student Forum was held in April, 2014 to collect student feedback about their involvement in the 

Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project. Specifically, the forum was an opportunity for 
students to express their thoughts about the focal lessons, their attitudes toward literacy learning, their 
preferred learning styles, and their perceptions of their preparedness to transition into grade 9 or 10 
English. The researchers took anecdotal notes of the dialogue and evidence of students’ beliefs and 
concerns about literacy and literacy instruction.  

 
3. Artefacts  
Evidence of students’ performance was gathered from their classroom work samples. In 

particular, the researchers collected student work samples from the Student Forum and each of the 
teacher participants’ lessons to determine whether the students achieved the unit’s learning goals.  

 
4. Exit Cards 
Students were asked to complete exit cards after the Student Forum. The purpose of these cards 

was to assess the students’ own self-efficacy in literacy, their preferred learning styles, what they 
learned as a function of participating in this project, and what they enjoyed most about the focal 
lessons.  
 
Data Analysis 

 
The interviews (teachers, department heads, facilitators, students) were transcribed by the 

researchers and an assistant. Subsequent qualitative data analysis included coding and collapsing 
these data into themes. These themes were derived in response to the research questions. The 
researchers’ anecdotal notes, student artefacts, work samples, and exit cards were similarly coded 
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using the same themes that evolved from the interview data. Interpretations of the themes were made 
and illustrative quotes were selected from all of the participants. These qualitative findings are mapped 
back to the six research questions in the following section.  

The quantitative data (i.e., teachers’ surveys) were analyzed with basic descriptive statistics since 
there was only a one-time administration and a small sample.  
 
 
 

 
Findings 

 
The following section is a presentation of the findings based on the data analyses. These findings 

respond to the clusters of research questions related to: “Teachers’ Practices,” “Teachers’ Beliefs and 
Perceptions,” “Comparing Teachers’ Practices and Beliefs (Years 1 and 2)” and “Students’ 
Achievement.”  Specifically, the findings describe changes in the teachers’ practices: infusing the 
Adolescent Literacy Guide across the Curriculum, beginning with the end in mind; a shift from grading 
to learning; reflective practice as a professional learning tool; connecting and engaging students; 
aligning the Adolescent Literacy Guide to the curriculum; and supplementing literacy instruction with 
technology. To address the second set of research questions related to teachers’ beliefs and 
perceptions, teachers’ motivation, participation in collaborative inquiry and collaborative peer 
relationships, self-efficacy, increased awareness of literacy instruction in another panel, technology and 
resources, and reflective practice. Findings related to the third and fourth set of research questions 
address teachers’ understanding of their adolescent learners, experiential professional learning and 
transfer of instructional methods across panels. Finally, the results of the analyses of students` 
perceptions of their own literacy skills, achievement, and confidence are offered. 
 
Teachers’ Practices 
 

1. How has collaborative inquiry contributed to teachers’ (Grades 8 and 9) change in literacy 
instructional practices? 

 
Infusing the Adolescent Literacy Guide across the Curriculum  

 
The teachers believed that the strategies, protocols, and adolescent literacy components from the 

Adolescent Literacy Guide (ALG) could support literacy instruction across all subject areas, and 
accordingly, implemented them across their curricula: 

 
Especially at the elementary level, we had teachers who are generalists. So they are teaching multiple 
subjects throughout the day. But I think this really helped them understand that literacy instruction is cross 
curricular, and the components of the ALG can be applied to any subject area. (Richard, Literacy Coach, 
Interview) 
 
Tammy notes that it is the go-to guide and the centre of planning in not just Language, but in all other 
aspects of teaching in Grade 8. She says that this document infuses the 5 pillars into all of what they do in 
other subjects. Similarly, Tony is applying the strategies that they have taken out in his instruction in history 
and geography. He uses the guide for the questioning and how it may bring out the important points of what 
they are reading and studying. (Anecdotal Notes, Teacher Forum, April 24) 
 
I used many of the strategies in my classroom. I used the gauge in Math, for integers, right away when I 
came back from our session the following week.  I said, "What is your comfort level with integers?" We did it 
midway and then at the very end again to see who actually consolidated, who actually became a little more 
confused.  And I liked that, so I tried to incorporate it in different subject areas. It wasn’t just language-
based; I did it in dance and drama too. (Amy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
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Beginning with the End in Mind: Purposeful Action toward Intended Results 

 
By adopting the backwards design model, teachers needed to operationalize their goals and plan 

their units in terms of evidence that would support diagnostic, formative, and summative forms of 
assessment. This process of thinking like an assessor not only helped teachers to clarify their end 
goals, but also resulted in a more coherent, narrow and sharply defined teaching and learning targets 
which benefited both teachers and students, respectively: 
 

In terms of literacy instruction I think definitely for this cross panel, just having a lens to work through such 
as critical literacy questioning or strategy is a big change because literacy instruction tended to go all over 
the place without any big idea bringing everything together. But I think over the past few months that 
started to happen. Critical literacy is bringing everything together. We are going to evaluate student work 
through the lens of critical literacy. (Richard, Literacy Coach Interview) 
 
The unit was smaller and more focused on one ultimate goal, and that is stronger teaching in the end. It 
makes the teaching better. You are not overwhelming the students. In my early days that’s what I felt we 
had to do. They’re shifting gears so many times, and that’s where you lose some of your students 
because you’re asking them to put on too many hats in one period. And, you assume that all learners can 
do that and they can’t. I feel that focusing them on a goal for one lesson, hammering that home, makes it 
more meaningful. (Philip, Grade 9 English Department Head Interview) 

 
 A Shift in Emphasis: From Grading to Learning 

 
Teachers also came to the realization that by following the backward-design model and 

constructing literacy-rich assessment tasks, the focus and emphasis shifted away from the product of 
learning towards the process of learning: 

 
There is a lot more of this idea that you have to begin your instruction where kids are as opposed to just 
implementing a set curriculum. I think there is a shift at the elementary and secondary levels. There has 
also been a lot more of using assessment to guide your instruction. It’s a very new idea…assessment has 
always been used to evaluate student work to give it a grade. The session today allowed them to look at 
what was produced and then it got them thinking about not through a grading lens, like this is what we 
need to give student work, this is a level 4, but it got them thinking about their criteria for these 
assignments and for their own teaching practice. (Richard, Literacy Coach Interview) 

 
One of the things that I took away from the last time we met was the discussion around how we are a 
culture of grading. We discussed how we have always focused more on the end product of learning than 
the process and how that needs to change in our schools. For me, I realized that I need to focus on 
creating more rich "assessment as learning" tasks in my classroom. (Stephanie, Grade 8 Teacher, Blog 
Post) 

 
I think it’s a significant shift in our assessment practices with the backward design.  I think people 
understand what the backward design is and they say they have done it.  But to the extent that they did 
the assessment for learning and the assessment as learning pieces in their project, I think it was very 
relevant.  I think it was much more heightened throughout this project because they had to pay more 
attention to it.  “You know they are all very good at the culminating tasks, the assessment of learning 
pieces, but then how do you scaffold that learning?”  The teachers really enjoyed the opportunity to break 
down the process, to focus more on the assessment for learning.  I think originally they thought “three 
days to actually create this, that’s a lot of time.  I’m just going to use a lot of the stuff that I have already 
done. ”  When we shifted the focusing to more “I don’t care so much about the culminating task but about 
what leads up to it.” , that’s where it really just started to unpack itself.  I think that what came out of 
today’s session shows that the quality of the assessment of learning pieces, they’re so strong.  All the light 
that we shed on the design and assessment for learning really came through in this project. (James, K-12 
Literacy Consultant Interview) 
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Reflective Practice as a Professional Learning Tool 
 
In line with the final stage of the collaborative teacher inquiry cycle and as shown in Figures 1. 

and 2., teachers came together at the end of the project to closely examine and reflect on their own 
learning and practice, the results of their actions, and evaluate the extent to which the identified student 
learning needs have been met. As such, they began to question long-standing beliefs and consider 
implications for their professional practices: 

 
It could be a confirmation bias in some sense – what the teachers think they’re doing and then they 
realize, “Oh, there’s more to critical literacy than just looking at perspective…perspective is all I’ve ever 
done, but now I am going to enhance this unit.” That’s been very rich. When they filled out the organizer 
about implementation of AFL and how it looks like, there was that confirmation bias where they thought 
they were here and but they are actually at a different place. The process is fantastic; it’s hopefully 
embedded now in their learning. (Jessica, Literacy Coach Interview) 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Teachers' Summary of AFL Best Practices 
 

I think many of the teachers have all had those “Aha moments”, and said “Wow”. I know that in 
conversation with one teacher in particular who has been very quiet through this whole project, she told 
me with all of what she did and how she changed her, how she now focuses more on formative 
assessments.  For example, including a fairy tale in the class, and having them do sort of a group 
template before they did their individual ones.  She said that really improved her practice because it 
helped the kids know exactly what her expectation was.  They were able to see it and do it before doing it 
themselves, where she may have skipped that step in the past. It’s made it explicit. (James, K-12 Literacy 
Consultant Interview) 
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Figure 2.  Continuum of Teachers’ AOL Practices 
 
That last portion today- the reflection part- was definitely very apparent because it got them thinking about 
‘Where am I on this continuum? When I craft my AOLs, am I at a beginning level or do I innovate?” That 
reflection is definitely going to make them think about their future practice. Because they have created the 
AOLs and now it’s like where was my AOL on this continuum here, what do my AFLs look/sound/feel like? 
Am I living up to what my expectations are for AFLs, am I doing that, and I hitting that mark? Or maybe 
after today the criteria for the AFL or AOL changed or modified in some way and now they will make 
adjustments to their AFLs and AOLs. (Richard, Literacy Coach Interview) 

 
 

1. a. What are the instructional practices that are supporting students’ literacy development?  
 

Clarity, Connections and Engagement  
 

The Student Forum was an opportunity to gain the adolescents’ perspectives on how they learn 
best. In their discussion groups, the question was posed of them, “What does it look like when you are 
engaged in your learning?” Their responses have implications for teachers’ instructional practices to 
support students’ literacy development. Students noted that they are willing to communicate their ideas 
and listen to others when the teacher poses questions that require them to make connections to their 
prior knowledge and further probe their understandings. They appreciate when the teacher creates a 
comfortable classroom atmosphere that has structured management (e.g., routines for class 
discussions) and all students are included in the discussion and collaboration.  

By contrast, when the question was posed of them, “What holds you back from being engaged 
in your learning?” these adolescent students critically stated that they are not engaged when the 
teacher talks too much and does not actively involve students. They appreciate clear instructions, 
detailed explanations and support to understand and comprehend text. The adolescents spoke about 
the powerful influence of peer judgement and their fear of embarrassment. The adolescents 
commented on group dynamics stating they sometimes feel awkward and shy and recognize that some 
members might not contribute equitably to group work. They are not engaged when classmates are 
distracting (e.g., acting silly) and when there are competing activities such as school assemblies. 
 Further, at the Student Forum the Grade 8 and 9 students responded to a prompt on their exit 
cards, “I learn best in English/Language Arts class when the teacher…” There were differences between 
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the Grade 8 and 9 students’ responses. The Grade 8 students identified that they learn best when the 
teacher provides clear explanations (with examples and criteria) and interacts with them: 

 
…explains to me what I have to do in the activity in a way that makes it easier to understand (Grade 8 
student) 
…clearly explains to me using examples (Grade 8 student) 
…guides the class in writing an example and then goes over criteria (Grade 8 student) 
…checks to see how we are doing once we start (Grade 8 student) 
…interacts and connects with you which helps my learning process (Grade 8 student) 
…involves everyone in the activities (Grade 8 student) 

 
These findings were reinforced among the Grade 8 students that were interviewed when they were 
asked to complete the sentence, “I learn best in language class when the teacher…”  

 
…makes sense when he explains it. When he explains it to me in a summarizing way, it helps. I like 
examples with sentences (Cory, Grade 8 student) 
…explains it well and has patience with us. If we need help, she will be there to help us.(Madeleine, Grade 
8 student) 
…provides us with charts to get the idea of what we have to do. I like when we have an assignment and we 
know what we have to do. I like to know what to do and have it clear so that I can understand it. (Tara, 
Grade 8 student) 
… explains everything and there are no gaps in the lesson, then it is easiest to learn. If it is just, ‘Answer 
these questions,’ then there aren’t enough details. You [teachers] need to be more specific.   (Erica, 
Grade 8 student) 

 
Providing comprehensive explanations with sample exemplars and explicit details is essential for the 
Grade 8 learners. They believe that this is what their teachers must do to support their language and 
literacy learning.  

The Grade 9 student responses pointed to their need for the teachers to be engaging and make 
connections to them as learners, their peers and the reality of their world. Completing the sentence, “I 
learn best in language class when the teacher…”:  

 
…engages everyone in the lesson (Grade 9 student) 
…thoroughly explains the lesson and is enthusiastic about what we are about to learn (Grade 9 student) 
…engages in conversation with the students and lets the students have debates and encourages 
classroom conversation (Grade 9 student) 
…shows visuals and puts us in groups so we can elaborate on each others’ ideas (Grade 9 student) 
…talks about things that we can relate to (Grade 9 student) 
…can relate what we are learning to something that we can use specifically in life (Grade 9 student) 

 
Similarly, in their interviews, other Grade 9 students were clear to articulate how they learn best in 
English class when the teacher engages them in discussion and bridges a connection to their reality. 
They completed the sentence, “I learn best in language class when the teacher…”: 

 
… shows pictures and visuals and explains about them. Instead of us writing down notes, [I learn best 

when the teacher] explains in groups about the topic and gets multiple people talking about it because 
then you have more minds and you have a better idea of what to write about. (Matthew, Grade 9 student) 
 
…explains certain things well. I like it when the teacher makes (sic) me understand English and it reflects 
how each book has input in my life. (James, Grade 9 student) 

 
Knowing and understanding the individual learner was a strong message expressed by one 

particular Grade 9 student. He compared elementary and secondary teachers’ appreciation for 
individual learning needs:  
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In high school they [teachers] try to reflect on people’s positives and treat everyone equally. They really 
try to give people help who are struggling. They really try to support you... In high school they get to know 
you and they really know you...You [teachers] have to see how your students’ strengths and weaknesses.  
(James, Grade 9 student)  
 

Interestingly, this key finding was also taken up by the Grade 10 students that were queried one 
year after the lesson that was co-taught by a Grade 8 teacher in their Grade 9 English classes. They 
were asked to recall the English lesson that was taught by both the Grade 8 and Grade 9 teachers last 
year, “What do you remember about that lesson?” All of the students remember the topic of the mentor 
text reading. In some groups it was about cell phones at school and in other groups it was about 
relationships with best friends. The recall of these topics over a year later reinforces the importance of 
relevancy to these students. 

The message to educators is simple: choose resources that feature topics that ‘talk’ to 
adolescents. These topics are ones that are close to these learners such as cell phones and also reflect 
their social worlds. Issues read in mentor text will remain salient when the students are engaged with 
the topics.   

 
 

1. b. What supports (including professional learning resources) did the team find helpful and 
why? 

 
The Adolescent Literacy Guide: The How-To Guide for Meeting Curriculum Expectations 

 
The Adolescent Literacy Guide (ALG) was considered by the teachers to be an invaluable, user-

friendly resource that guided them in their inquiry process. According to the teacher participants, the 
guide was well-aligned with the elementary Language Arts and secondary English curricula, and 
delineated as a “how-to” guide for meeting curriculum expectations: 

 
Without question the ALG has changed everything I’ve done this year. It was kind of infused already but to 
now be conscious of it…to me it’s almost equal in my planning and in my preparations for my kids as the 
curriculum expectations are. It feels like the curriculum expectations are the “what I am supposed to do” 
and the ALG is the “how.” (Tammy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 

 
We used the ALG, which was out but I wasn’t using it before the Cross Panel. I found it to be a very useful 
guide especially because we were focusing on critical thinking and it lays it out nicely for the kids and it 
goes into the same things that the language curriculum does. It gives the prompts for teachers and I found 
those helpful. You can go through and look at it and “Here’s what I should say to the kids” and it could be 
an example or you could use those exact prompts at times. With the ALG it really lent well to those 
questions that you can just pour out of there and modify for the kids. (Samantha, Grade 8 Teacher 
Interview) 
 
This guide feels like a perfect companion to everything we do daily. It aligns with curriculum, achievement 
charts, Growing Success Ministry document, and the daily realities of the Grade 8 classroom. It 
acknowledges the varied nature of the adolescent literacy learner and offers many valuable insights into 
supporting all learners (Ted, Grade 8 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
The Adolescent Literacy Guide was my new learning; to recognize that there are different strategies that 
can be put in place that directly relate to the curriculum expectations, which is interesting because you 
don’t necessarily see that all the time.  You go to the curriculum first, but where do we go second? Now, 
you go to this Adolescent Literacy Guide and it makes direct connection to the curriculum.  You want to 
focus more on the use of graphic organizers as a strategy, here’s how you can do it.  It takes in the 
curriculum and ties in teaching strategies that you can use to make sure you are hitting on those 
expectations. (Evan, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
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Supplementing Literacy Instruction with Technology 
 

According to the teachers, the purpose of leveraging technology into their respective Media 
Literacy units was twofold: (1) to create relevant learning experiences that mirrored students’ daily lives; 
and (2) to teach students the skills and habits required to be critical media consumers and users of 
information: 

 
We let students use the Internet on their phones or on the COWs (computers on wheels) to research 
when they did their center activities. The technology that we were using was streaming mostly on the 
Internet with the Olympics. everything was available online- any event was there for the kids when they 
wanted to watch- even to the point when we got into the gym as a school and we would watch the 
Olympics. You can’t stop people from being interested in that, you just have to tie it into what you’re doing 
and join in. (Mario, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 

 
I used a website called the Media Awareness Network, which is a wonderful resource for teachers. It’s 
basically a free website for parents/teachers to teach kids about being media literate. (Philip, Grade 9 
English Department Head Interview) 
 
I used the internet for a lot of my information. One website I found was put together by another teacher in 
another school board. The reason why I liked this resource specifically was because it was very 
methodical.  I can’t teach the students how to write unless it’s methodical.  It has to be very structured.  
You have to start with “What is bias?”, “What is point of view?” You have to move through the writing as if 
it’s a math formula, because it is when writing a newspaper article. When I am pulling news articles and 
when we’re analyzing the articles, it was easier to find a lot of up to date information when using the 
Internet.  (Evan, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
 
I used web resources – Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) has excellent things for future broadcasters 
that I visited and looked at.  The Hamilton Spectator website has a whole unit laid out that you can 
use…you can look at the education section on their website.  I also used CBC for their broadcast. (Amy, 
Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
 
I have often used YouTube videos to portray the use of media and to open the innocent eyes to critical 
analysis.  I've used it as a model before we dive deeper into stereotypes, prejudice and judgement. 
(Jessica, Literacy Coach, Blog Post) 

 
 Teachers also used the Learning Management System (LMS) as both a professional learning 
resource when planning their respective units, as well as an instructional support tool for their students 
during the Media Literacy unit facilitation: 
 

I went on the LMS and checked what the other teachers were doing and discussed it with them.  I found 
something there that I could use and modify. (Larry, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 

 
I used the LMS….we used the Calendar function to put in the events that are coming up both related to 
curriculum and not. We also used it for specifically in Language for discussion posts. So I would post a 
general question and the students had to go on and write a brief opinion-based post and they would often 
respond to each other. I will use it to upload a video that exposes some type of topic we are discussing so 
they can all have access to that at home. If there is anything they need access throughout a unit that we 
will revisit often, I will put it there because they will often lose the sheet that is originally given to them. 
(Tammy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
 
For the Olympic unit, we created a section for them on the LMS and the activities were on there with links 
to videos and articles for them to research. (Samantha, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
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Teachers’ Beliefs and Perceptions 
 

2. a. Has the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project increased teachers’ self-efficacy 
in literacy instruction? 

 
Survey of Teachers’ Beliefs about Technology and Literacy 

 
The one-time administration survey captured teachers’ beliefs about technology and literacy 

instruction at the beginning of the project. There were 14 items clustered into three categories: 
Technology Knowledge; Content Knowledge; Pedagogical Knowledge. Responses ranged from 
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” on a 5-point Likert scale. Table 2. is a summary of the 
percentage of responses for each item option.  

 

 strongly 
disagree 

disagree neutral agree strongly 
agree 

TK (Technology Knowledge) 

1. I can learn technology easily. 0 6% 18% 44% 31% 

2. I keep up with important new technologies. 0 13% 18% 50% 18% 

3. I have the technical skills I need to use technology. 0 6% 18% 50% 25% 

4. I have had sufficient opportunities to work with different 
technologies in my Language Arts/English classroom. 

0 18% 31% 31% 18% 

5. I have had sufficient opportunities to engage in 
collaborative inquiry and reflection with my peers 
through an online forum.  

0 
 

44% 25% 18% 13% 

CK (Content Knowledge-Literacy) 

6. I have sufficient knowledge of the 
similarities/differences between language, English, and 
literacy 

0 0 25% 31% 44% 

7. I have various ways and strategies of developing my 
understanding of literacy. 

0 0 18% 18% 63% 

8. I know the key concepts of media literacy. 0 0 18% 50% 31% 

PK (Pedagogical Knowledge) 

9. I know how to assess student media literacy skills in a 
classroom. 

0 6% 25% 6=38% 31% 

10. I can adapt my teaching based-upon what students 
currently do or do not understand. 

0 0 0 44% 56% 

11. I can adapt my teaching style to different literacy 
learners. 

0 0 6% 38% 56% 

12. I can assess student literacy learning in multiple ways. 0 0 6% 50% 44% 

13. I can use a wide range of teaching approaches in a 
classroom setting (collaborative learning, direct 
instruction, inquiry learning, problem/project based 
learning etc.). 

0 0 6% 31% 63% 

14. I am familiar with common student understandings and 
misconceptions about secondary-level English. 

0 0 18% 50% 31% 

 
Table 2. Summary of the Teacher Beliefs about Technology and Literacy Survey 

 
The findings from this survey administration suggest that at the beginning of the project most of 

teachers believed that they could easily learn and have the skills to keep up with new technology. 
However, these teachers believed that they had not had sufficient opportunities to work with technology 
in literacy and collaborate on-line with their peers. They were very confident in their knowledge of key 
concepts and teaching strategies in language and critical literacy. Similarly, these teachers were quite 
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confident in their understanding of the students’ literacy skills, their abilities to adapt and differentiate 
literacy instruction and use appropriate assessment methods. 

The project sought to enhance teachers instructional and assessment practices in language and 
literacy through the participation in collaborative peer relationships. By the end of the project, teachers 
were willing to express the derived benefits of this initiative and growth in their professional self-
efficacy.  
 

The Adolescent Literacy Guide: A Reaffirmation and Consolidation of Existing Best Practices in 
Adolescent Literacy Instruction 

 
The teachers reported a sense of validation and affirmation of their current literacy instructional 

practices as a function of participating in this Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry Project: 
 

The ALG tied into a lot of things that I already did. So it was neat to see that my practices are supported by 
that. Metacognition was one of the things that I always used to have the students reflect on their learning 
before report cards go home, “What did you think you did well and why? What do you think you need to 
work on?” before they see their mark so they can self-assess. That was part of metacognition from the 
literacy guide, so I was like “Perfect!” To know that I am doing something right.  (Stephanie, Grade 8 
Teacher Interview) 
 
I’ve received nothing but great feedback about the ALG, and how they plan to continue to use it.  I know 
they will.  I know it’s in their classrooms; it’s on their teacher desks.  They flip through it every now and 
again, if for nothing else they absolutely have questions that are posed in the guide that help them link to 
the metacognitive aspect of this, or to the voice and identity aspect, or whatever it happens to be.  (James, 
K-12 Literacy Consultant Interview) 

 
Increased Intrinsic Motivation and Professional Satisfaction  

 
Oreck (2004) stated that “learning to use any new, creative teaching approach requires a level of 

personal motivation and willingness to take risks” (p. 56). Moreover, according to Bandura’s (2005) 
influences on self-efficacy, it can be said that the collaborative professional development model in this 
project utilized one of the methods of improving self-efficacy; that is, social persuasion to improve 
teachers’ beliefs about their instructional effectiveness and their abilities to positively impact their 
students’ learning and academic achievement. This statement holds true for the teacher participants.  
The hard work, time, and effort the teachers invested in their unit plans were well worth the intrinsic 
satisfaction they subsequently felt:  

 
When we were in our planning sessions or any times we would meet, a lot of the time was spent talking 
about our students - our successes like, “Some of my kids were looking at the Olympic controversy that 
happened and they brought it into the class,” or amazing work that the kids had created, sharing our kids’ 
excitement. To undertake a project like this, if you don’t have the ability to share, then you don’t really know 
if it’s working. I know my class was successful, and Ted`s class was successful, but that doesn’t mean that 
it was a good project. But when we start to extend it and there are two other classes and they are different 
environments that were also experiencing the value from this process, well that would lead you to believe 
that it`s a valuable endeavour. (Tammy Teacher Interview) 
 
The lesson when the students were really engaged to me really spoke volumes of how effective this kind of 
thing is because I felt that I was a confident teacher and that that was a really impressive lesson. That 
lesson was bang on with everything I wanted to do. It was focused, and I felt it gave really good results, and 
they seemed really excited about it. So, for me, seeing that, having kids get it, and just seeing that from the 
whole classroom is great for a teacher, especially for something like Media where you assume they know 
things and realize they don’t, and it sort of opens their eyes to their own world a little bit more, which I love. 
(Philip, Grade 9 English Department Head Interview)  
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That final day where St. Columbus came to visit us where we did our final culmination to see kids who 
haven’t worked together before and didn’t really know each other. To read their responses they came up 
with to that one big question we had, many of them really believed something from the unit, they took 
something from the unit, and they felt empowered to share an opinion with people they didn’t know, which is 
so uncharacteristic for this age group. They were powerful with their knowledge and to see all the tables 
that day engaged, sitting up on their chairs and discussing and sharing, it was a really great moment to be 
like, “We did that and our kids did that!” At the beginning when we first started talking about it, it was kind of 
“Wouldn’t it be great if we could get everyone together?” But not really knowing if it would happen, if it would 
be supported at our schools, if we would be ready, or if our kids would buy in…so many what-ifs. It all came 
together beautifully at the end. It was a really great experience, and certainly something I want to duplicate. 
(Tammy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview)  
 
The milestone this year was taking some of what we learned and actually applying it. I used some of what 
we learned like the group activity, the four corners, the ICQ. Seeing how much my students liked it and how 
much the strategies helped my students get engaged and made them more successful. Giving my students 
more of a benefit of the doubt that they can get there, I can lead them but I don’t have to be the one feeding 
them information. I like them getting there by themselves. When we were doing that and when some of the 
other teachers came in the one day watching my grade 9s do that, that was something I really was proud 
of…watching them work and seeing them very engaged. (Tristan, Grade 9 English Department Head 
Interview) 
 
The teachers are gaining confidence and a willingness to try many new strategies that a colleague or 
someone else will present to them.  They are very comfortable speaking to each other and sharing that 
“This is what we do in our class.  Why don’t you try it?”  They walk in to each other’s rooms and they see 
how well it works for that other teacher.  They came back at the end with a plethora of information and 
student work and they were very willing to share. The blog was there to support them. Along the way I 
would post questions like, “What do you think? Does anyone have any ideas about this assessment?” I 
think that really builds their efficacy as a teacher – somebody is asking for my support and my advice as 
well, not just the coaches or the consultant.  You are learning from your colleagues, we are all co-learners 
in this. (Jessica, Literacy Coach Interview) 

 
 
 
Embracing the Essence of Collaborative Teacher Inquiry 
 
The teachers recognized their openness to learning new ideas and assuming the role of inquirer, 

which required a degree of willingness to relinquish control and venture into new territory of seemingly 
unknown outcomes: 

 
We discussed yesterday how exciting it is to not know exactly where this is going to go, and to not have all 
the answers, but rather to truly become learning partners with our classes (Tammy, Grade 8 Teacher, Blog 
Post) 
 
With the Olympics being there was something for everyone. It makes me think as a teacher, “How can I do 
that more? Can I not just open up a book and use that resource?” But we let them run with different things, 
and they were able to tackle any aspects of what was going on which was anything in society that was 
happening. They were able to find something. That is what it needs to be about. It is a lot more work 
because you have to invent something new or let the kids do it, but that’s what it needs to be. When we got 
together as a group of teachers, we were asking ourselves, “What can we focus on that will get these kids 
engaged?” Some other groups were asking, “How can we use what we are already going to use and fit it to 
these expectations?” I think that is the difference. As a teacher you have to be a risk taker and ask yourself 
how you can get up there and say, “Here is our inquiry, what do you want to look at, what interests you, 
where do you want to go with this?” You have to be confident in your abilities as a teacher to do that. Not 
being afraid to say “I don’t know let’s find out together, let’s research it, get back tomorrow and revisit it”. 
(Mario, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
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A Dynamic Relationship between Peer Collaboration and Self-Efficacy 
 
Working with compatible, like-minded colleagues who shared a common goal also provided the 

emotional support required for teachers to become optimally engaged in the learning process and take 
risks with increased confidence and creativity: 

 
I think co-planning with their colleagues was an amazing opportunity.  When like minds that were very 
motivated started sharing ideas, you could see it just flourish.  They were very engaged.  You knew going 
back to their classrooms, you felt the same enthusiasm stepping in to their classroom.  They were very 
excited.  They got new applications, strategies and protocols from their colleagues. (Jessica, Literacy 
Coach Interview)   
 
When you are exposed to like-minded peers, you`re more likely to take risks, just like our kids. So having 
our team of four that worked very closely this year, it was really a supportive and encouraging environment, 
and I never felt like it wasn’t going to work. Because there were so many great ideas there, that if one 
avenue didn’t work, we could very easily redirect. So I was just lucky enough that the folks we were working 
with were so incredibly eager and willing and open to take risks and try new things. (Tammy, Grade 8 
Teacher Interview) 
 
The four of us complement each other very well. We all added something different when we worked 
together. We appreciated everybody’s ideas and input. It was fantastic right from the get-go. (Ted, Grade 8 
Teacher Interview) 
 
I feel like the whole process was really a great experience for me. I remember on the first day when we first 
connected with Mario and Samantha, getting really excited that we were going to do something fun for us 
and for our kids. Our subsequent planning sessions didn’t feel like work. It was very much we were all very 
excited about how this would unfold. Also we were able to say things like I don’t know if this is going to 
work, but it was OK because if it didn’t work, then we had each other to rely on. (Tammy Teacher Interview) 

 
Those four teachers that came together for example, they are going to continue to work together even 
across their schools.  And you know it’s authentic, it’s rich.  They first of all enjoy each other’s company.  
They respect each other’s professionalism so they will bounce ideas off one another.  And all four of them 
are very tech-savvy, which I know that it’s just a matter of time before they have a group going who are 
always itching for it.  So I think for sure it’s definitely improved. (James, K-12 Literacy Consultant Interview) 

 
1. b. Has the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry made teachers aware of literacy 

instruction in another panel? 
 

Misconceptions about Elementary and Secondary School 
 

Participating in this project enabled the teachers to confront and challenge some of the 
misconceptions they held about their co-planning partners’ teaching practices in elementary or 
secondary school: 

 
When I was looking around the grade 9 English classroom, it was a lot more vivid and colourful than when I 
was in high school.  It’s probably my own bias in thinking they had the graphic organizers, they had anchor 
charts.  They had a beautiful apple that was created as an analogy for poetry, the core.  But I actually took a 
picture, and I am going to start using it for my own teaching to see that students have that same kind of 
teaching approach and strategy that you have in Intermediate that you think is lost when they go to high 
school.  They did use the technology.  The kids have a good foundation here for different strategies.  When 
they go in to high school they will be exposed to more, but there’s something familiar there too.  They didn’t 
sit there and just take notes, or just recite Shakespeare.  (Amy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 

 
I have a better understanding of how similar we really are between grade 8 and 9 in a good way. We always 
assume that there are certain things in grade 9 that the students won’t know, but it’s shocking how much 
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they accomplish in grade 8 and how much will be a review for when they come to grade 9. Even things like 
symbolism and things that we think are higher-order that maybe they don’t touch, well they do. That gap 
isn’t as big as we thought it was, and that communication helps close up the little cracks even further. 
(Philip, Grade 9 English Department Head Interview) 

 
Toolkit of Literacy Instructional Strategies, Supports, and Resources: An Evolving Resource 

 
As a function of participating in this project, the cross panel teachers shared with each other a 

repertoire of new instructional strategies, ideas, and resources that they subsequently added to their 
evolving teacher toolkit to support adolescent literacy development: 
 

I also was able to dialogue with colleagues about using literacy centers in a grade 8 classroom and what 
that could look like. I think that this format will be another useful tool for creating an engaging environment 
for students explore and share learning with each other. (Samantha, Grade 8 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
For me, it was a wonderful peak into the type of Media questions they are assessing at this level, and the 
Centre-based approach is one I may incorporate into my future Grade 9 lessons. (Jamie, Grade 9 Teacher, 
Blog Post) 
 
I love the inquiry-based approach, and looking at the samples of student work done in other classes gave 
me some great ideas. The use of Exit Cards as an Assessment as Learning (AAL) piece has found its way 
into almost all of my courses. I love how quickly it can gauge where students are at with the lesson but also 
allow for insight and questioning that may not occur in a whole-class setting. (Tracy, Grade 9 Teacher, Blog 
Post) 
 
Using the idea of the gallery walk was something I would do once in a while. But, I found that even in my 
Senior classes, it still worked very well because that is very much an elementary tradition but it never 
dawned on me that would work well even on a Senior level…the sharing of ideas…it gets them out of their 
seats, it gets them engaged, they feel the room is theirs, and that’s something I felt was beneficial as one 
example for cross-planning. Even in my observation in a grade 8 classroom, I saw how well these blended 
groups worked, getting them to move around and interact was something that was even in terms of 
behaviour, curbed, they were very engaged, they don’t behave as badly when they get a chance to walk 
around and stretch. They don’t get that to that as much in high school. So, I would definitely do that again. 
(Philip, Grade 9 English Department Head Interview) 
 
I had the pleasure of visiting Stephanie's grade 8 class. I loved Stephanie's "Bump it up" display board, on 
which were numerous examples of news reports from Levels 2 to 4. The students has written and 
highlighted the articles to determine why each was assigned the level. I loved how student-centred her 
classroom was, and the board was a great way for students to engage and truly understand how to improve 
their own writing. In addition, I got some excellent ideas to add into my own practise (Tristan, Grade 9 
English Department Head, Blog Post). 

 
Curriculum Continuity: Effective and Promising Practices for Bridging the Panels 
 
Teachers noticed an increase in consistency, continuity, scaffolded success, and progression of 

learning from elementary to secondary school in terms of the instructional strategies, supports, and 
assessments used across both panels:  

 
One of my main accomplishments since being a part of this collaborative process is being able to clearly 
identify the curriculum as the continuum; we are constantly building this house that’s sitting on a very solid 
foundation.  When you actually study the curricula from beginning to end, you do see the little building 
pieces that we are adding. Without being involved in this cross panel of collaborative inquiry, I would never 
have looked at it in that way. (Evan, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
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Seeing how similar the worlds actually are was something that I found very interesting as well. There is a 
gap between grade 8 and 9, but looking at the curriculum documents and engaging in collaborative cross-
panel discussions emphasizes that gap may not be as big as we sometimes feel. I think when start creating 
units with similar language, and criteria that gap will continue to diminish. (Tristan, Grade 9 English 
Department Head, Interview)  
 
The continuity of what’s going to happen…I am really happy that the students are going to be doing a 
newspaper unit in grade 9.  They have already been exposed to it in grade 8 and know it.  That way when 
they are in high school, they can take it to the next level.  They don’t have to start with “What are the parts 
of the newspaper, what’s newsworthy?”  They know that, they can scaffold in to something else. (Amy, 
Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
 
I liked when we knew we were all doing a news report in vote. But it was good to say “Well if you do this in 
grade 8 and approaching it this way, then I will do it this way in grade 9” In grade 8, they based it on a 
nursery rhyme and in grade 9, it was based on a short story. So I liked the step progression because even 
though it is a similar writing piece, the literature is more sophisticated in grade 9. Nursery rhymes were a 
great way for them because it was an easy text and they all know them. So in grade 9, they know this now 
and we will find something more mature for them. (Philip, Grade 9 English Department Head, Interview)  

 
2. c. Has the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry made an impact on teachers’ intentions 
for their future practice?  

 
The Adolescent Literacy Guide as a Sustainable Teaching Tool  

 
The ALG sparked renewed optimism and commitment amongst the teacher participants to 

improve adolescent literacy instruction. Many teachers reported that they will continue to embed the 
ALG in their daily instructional practices: 
 

We are doing an inquiry-based project- a career study that I get them to do close to the end of the year. 
They have to look at what courses they should take in high school, what universities they could apply to, 
what their estimated income will be, what the graduate acceptance rate etc. is and really weigh all the 
options. After they take personality tests and see if it actually suits them or not. The interesting thing with 
that project is how the ALG is naturally a part of what we do in the Intermediate grades, but how much 
better it is when you’re consciously infusing it into your work. So now of course through that career project, 
it’s a natural fit with the metacognition component. We’ll be pulling from there to help direct the kids…those 
metacognitive skills are going to be so essential. (Tammy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
 
I am going to be using all those ALG protocols.  I’ve never used them before, and they’re great. (Larry, 
Grade 9 Teacher Interview) 
 
I think teachers will leave this and- speaking to them on a personal level- they believe that the ALG will be 
part of their teaching going forward…that their literacy blocks will be focused on a certain component of the 
ALG. It achieved some permanent change. (Richard, Literacy Coach Interview) 
 
As I continue through the remainder of this year, I know most certainly that the ALG will be central in my 
planning across subject areas, with a focus on empowering students to take control of how they express 
their learning (Jamie, Grade 9 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
I also enjoyed learning about this guide. The visual model is something I am going to share with my 
students so they themselves can understand their own learning.  I really like the ICQ, as well as the 
"Dotmocracy" strategy she used. I plan on using these strategies with my class a lot this year. (Amy, Grade 
8 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
I am using the ALG again now looking at different aspects. Critical literacy is really easy for English, but 
there are other things like voices, that we tend to ignore. Looking at the learner and the voice they have. 
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Where do they see their voice represented? That’s something I would use as we go through. (Philip, Grade 
9 English Department Head Interview) 

 
 

Cross-Discipline and Cross-Grade Collaboration through Peer Mentoring  
 
As illustrated in the following quotes, the teachers were also eager and enthusiastic to impart their 

accumulated knowledge, skills, and experiences with the ALG to their colleagues within and across 
disciplines and grade levels:  

 
The critical thinking, the critical literacy, and really diving into the kids’ thinking has really been good. As a 
teacher, that’s something I am going to carry with me next year. I am going to be doing a presentation at 
one of our next staff meetings for the school. Even though the ALG is used as an Intermediate guide, how 
can we use this in grade 1 to grade 4? The questions are simple modifications teachers can make and get 
the kids thinking at an earlier age about their questions-what they are asking and why they are asking them-
the whole metacognition piece. How can we develop critical thinkers at a young age? (Mario, Grade 8 
Teacher Interview)  
 
I feel that all of the program chairs are literacy leaders for their department. I have given them copies of the 
ALG to aid in our School Improvement Plan model of cross-curricular literacy at Saint Fred. I feel this is a 
guide that if you’re not sure how we integrate this in Religion, Math,  or Science where it’s a little more 
difficult, this tells you. Any of these goals can be achieved in a Science classroom, and it’s general enough 
that it doesn’t say “This is an English skill”, and they found that useful as well. That’s something that I see 
myself as, an advocate for this. (Philip, Grade 9 English Department Head, Blog Post) 
 
I would love to extend the in-servicing of this ALG component to other educators across the board (James, 
K-12 Literacy Consultant, Blog Post) 

 
 

Blogging in the Classroom: Literacy Learning in the 21st Century 
 

One of the teacher participants intends on building stronger relationships and connecting with 
other students from neighbouring feeder schools through the use of social media tools such as the LMS 
blog:  

 
Adding that online LMS component or Skype conversations or somehow if we could figure a way to have 
the contact a few times through a unit rather than it just being that big last day so that students at different 
schools could be experiencing the learning together not just expressing the learning at the end (Tammy, 
Grade 8 Teacher Interview)  

 
Similarly, Stephanie, a Grade 8 teacher participant, hopes to integrate blogging into her classroom to 
enhance and support already-established classroom practices, such as literature response. According 
to Stephanie, these online platforms enable everyone, including her introverted students, to have an 
equal voice: 
 

I would like to get the LMS or something similar started up in my classroom and to give students that forum 
to have discussions especially about books, what they are reading, and just to have something like that 
where they’re posting what was cool from the independent reading today, what they thought about their 
books, or what book they would recommend. We do that with their independent reading now, “Take 10 
minutes and everyone at your table is going to talk about what is going on in your book and why you are 
liking or not liking it.” They talk, but it is hard for me to be there for everybody’s comments that they are 
saying. The blog would be “Everyone blog about your book right now.”  Then I could easily track and see it. 
(Stephanie, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
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Maintaining and Sustaining Collaborative Relationships 
 

The vast majority of teacher participants reported positive outcomes of co-planning with their 
feeder schools. Based on their successful and positive co-planning experiences, several of the teacher 
participants will continue to engage in this activity and maintain their collaborative relationships:  

 
I really sincerely hope that we`re able to continue that relationship with St. Columbus or wherever those 
teachers end up, because it was really such a valuable thing for us and for our kids. Ted and I include a lot 
of group work in our classes, and many Intermediate teachers do too, but then they work alone….I truly 
believe that is how my kids learn best, so it’s a valuable experience for me to participate in that way as well. 
(Tammy, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 
 
What we were talking about is how wonderful it would be if somehow when we have those days to be able 
to plan together and talk…when you’re talking with your peers you’re engaged, talking about best practices, 
and sharing ideas. I would love if there was a possibility to do that again. I really hope that we could do it 
again…for us to get some release time to talk and plan together like a half day here and there. (Ted, Grade 8 
Teacher Interview) 
 
I think the cross panel gave us that chance to talk with other colleagues, come up with some great ideas, 
bounce ideas off each other, and bringing all the different backgrounds together – it was invaluable. We said 
we want to plan more units like this together again. I think that was relevant too for the kids knowing that 
down the street they are doing the same thing and giving them a chance to share their experiences together 
before going into high school.  (Samantha, Grade 8 Teacher Interview) 

 
Engaging in Reflective Practice 

 
Engaging in reflective practice allowed some teacher participants to become aware of their 

“default” teaching methods, which may not be effective and may have adverse effects on students’ 
literacy learning. Teachers noted that they would continue to engage in and make critical inquiry and 
reflection integral parts of their daily practice: 
 

It reminds me that although I do a lot of collaborative learning in my Grade 8 classroom and expect 
everyone to participate equally in the group discussion, there are students that may have a harder time 
thinking aloud in a group setting and articulating their thoughts off the cuff. I should know this as I am this 
type of learner myself. I can contribute better to discussions when I've had time to write my thoughts and 
ideas down on paper. So I should try sometimes to allow some of my students time to do this before 
entering a group situation in which they may feel overwhelmed. (Stephanie, Grade 8 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
This has been a different perspective for me, coming into this new position as a literacy coach. I wasn’t 
directly involved in the planning and implementation of this, instead I was an outside observer, and you start 
to see things very differently. Once I go back to teaching, I will definitely be able to be more reflective on my 
own practice as a result of this experience, kind of look at my teaching objective. (Richard, Literacy Coach 
Interview) 

 
3. Do teachers perceive growth in their knowledge of literacy instructional practices? How and 

why? 
 

Developing a Deeper Understanding of the Adolescent Literacy Learner 
 

According to the teachers, participating in this project allowed them to obtain a clearer 
understanding of the multiple dimensions of the adolescent learner as well as the interconnected 
components of adolescent literacy, as outlined in the Adolescent Literacy Guide. The following quotes 
illustrate the teachers` application of new knowledge and strategies to their literacy instructional 
practices: 
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Tammy, Samantha, Ted, and Mario have added some Centre task cards that outline activities they will be 
using in their unit of study.  At their tables, students have several readings which are the information articles 
that their peers wrote in the activity centers on the Olympics and they have to pull out an important point 
from it and discuss this with their peers. There is transfer from the previous strategies and graphic 
organizers that were used during the cross panel sessions such as the ICQ and the 4As. (Anecdotal Notes) 
 
Something new and interesting that I learned last session was "Dotmocracy." This is a practice I had never 
heard of before, but after participating in the activity, it is something that I could see myself using in my own 
class. (Tristan, Grade 9 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
I was excited to be introduced to the four "A's", and "Show Me Where" activities and cannot wait to try these 
with my students. (Samantha, Grade 8 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
I have tried the "Show Me Where" strategy from our last session together and I love it. I added a colour 
coding system to it so the students could easily identify what their thinking was when they attached a given 
post it note. Within a few chapters of using this strategy, a few interesting things started to happen (Tammy, 
Grade 8 Teacher, Blog Post) 

 
An Experiential Approach to Effective Professional Learning 
 
Many of the teacher participants reported that their growth in literacy knowledge and instructional 

practices was largely attributed to the concrete, hands-on, experientially-based training they had 
received during the professional learning sessions. As evidenced by the following quotes, these 
concrete experiences maximized the teachers' immediate transfer of learning from the in-service 
training to their respective classrooms:   

 
I really enjoyed the Ministry of Education representative`s presentation on the Adolescent Literacy Guide. I 
found it helpful to get into groups and practice some of the strategies that could be used in our classroom. 
This gave me some ideas and tools that I could bring back into my own classroom. I always find that 
participating in activities myself helps me understand their process, purpose, and effectiveness. I made 
notes on my placemat and will be using some of the suggesting teaching practice such as Affinity Mapping 
and I-C-Q (Tracy, Grade 9 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
I really liked how the Ministry of Education representative used the strategies to teach us, that way we can 
use those same strategies to teach our students. Being a part of the activity allows me to visualize how I 
can use this with my students (Jamie, Grade 9 Teacher, Blog Post) 
 
The Adolescent Literacy Guide and especially the day we spent with the Ministry of Education 
representative where she had us work with a lot of the different strategies that she reviewed. So we had 
something to take away from it. We had placemat and some of the different ideas on that placemat…I have 
seen it and been introduced to it before, but never really delved into it to that extent. Any teacher would say 
that is the kind of professional development that you prefer, where you can take and put into your classes. 
(Tracy, Grade 9 Teacher Interview) 
 
If I didn’t see the strategies, then I wasn’t engaged in the process, and I would not have used it at all.  The 
fact that the professional learning was engaging, and they took us through the ALG as if we were the 
students, I said to myself, “That’s good, that I can see myself using."  It was beneficial. (Evan, Grade 8 
Teacher Interview) 
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Comparing Teachers’ Practices and Beliefs: Years 1 and 2 
 

4. Were there any instructional and/or assessment practices learned in Year 1 transferred by 
teachers into Year 2 of the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project? If so, how? 

 
Using Familiar Instructional Methods to Ensure Successful Student Transition from Elementary to 
Secondary School 

 
The returning grade 9 teacher participants reportedly made changes to their instructional 

practices as a function of participating in this project in Year 1. Changes adopted include a shift from a 
passive, top-down experience to an active, bottom-up experience which maximized student 
engagement and supported students’ success: 

 
I’ve gone away from Socratic teaching and trying to get more student-centered and see if they can wrestle 
with bigger terms and concepts before I give them. It is a relinquishing of control, it’s a gamble. Sometimes 
it works and sometimes doesn’t work so well. They really like digging their teeth into concepts before I 
reveal, so I found that very useful. (Tristan, Grade 9 English Department Head Interview) 
 
Tracy has changed up how she is covering Hamlet and not reading it so that they can view it and discuss 
different scenes and interpretations. She is having success with them engaging in the analysis of this and 
not just the rote reading. (Anecdotal Notes, Teacher Forum) 

 
 
 
Students’ Achievement 
 

5. What are the students’ (Grade 8 and 9) perceptions of their literacy development and 
preparedness for secondary-level English?  

 
Peer Discussion, Collaboration and Voice 

 
A question posed of the students at the Student Forum was, “What actions can students take to 

improve how education looks and feels?” This general question yielded findings that point to students’ 
awareness of their own agency to be prepared and engaged in learning. They commented on taking 
care of their physical needs (e.g., enough sleep) and being self-determined to make an effort, prioritize, 
focus, time manage, and be accountable. They noted that it was important to play an active role by 
conferencing with their teacher, studying with others and pursuing their own interests. Their role in 
group dynamics (such as pictured here in Figure 3.) was mentioned again. They are committed to 
sharing ideas with peers, encouraging others to participate, and respectfully letting all voices be heard. 
The benefits and challenges of group collaboration were also articulated in Grade 9 students’ in-class 
reflections:  

 
It (group work) helped me because when I brainstormed, I got more information because I was in a group 
and they had different perspectives. (Grade 9 student) 
 
My knowledge of news reports is enhanced because the group assignment helped me learn to take other 
people’s ideas into consideration. (Grade 9 student) 
 
My group and I were able to share our unique ideas and we made each other’s writing better. (Grade 9 
student) 
 
I think it helped but in group work, people tend to mess around. (Grade 9 student) 
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Figure 3. Group Discussion at Student Forum 

 
Students spoke up on their Exit Cards at the close of the Student Forum.  They responded to the 

written prompt, “One thing that I didn’t know before participating in this project but know now is…” A few 
students commented on their literacy development with respect to organizing their thoughts about 
writing and peer editing a newspaper article, “I have seen other peoples’ work and it doesn’t make 
sense…then I look at my own work and see the same thing and make the change” (Cory, Grade 8 
student). The majority of the Grade 8 and 9 students stated how they were impressed by the value of 
their voice:      

 
…the board is starting to ask students what they thought about our education (Grade 8 student) 
…the school board uses student suggestions to make changes (Grade 8 student) 
…the board wants to hear our voice and our input (Grade 8 student) 
…the school board is making an effort to include students’ ideas (Grade 8 student) 
…how students can help change the education system (Grade 9 student) 
…that our voice actually matters (Grade 9 student) 
…that students can make such a big impact on how education is structured (Grade 8 student) 

 
Perceptions of Language and English Expectations 

 
The integral nature of writing was reiterated by the experienced Grade 10 students who were 

asked to recall the Language Arts/English lesson that was taught by both the Grade 8 and Grade 9 
teachers last year, “One thing I didn’t know about high school English and wished I learned more about 
it in grade 8 was…” The responses related to the structure and frequency of essay writing and 
Shakespearean plays:  

 
I wish that we would have learned more about writing essays and paragraphs (Carly, Grade 10 student) 
 
…we do a lot of creative writing [in high school] which I enjoy (Drew, Grade 10 student) 
 
In grade 8, I wish I had a general introduction to Shakespeare and the old English (Saed, Grade 10 
student).   
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I wish we learned more about Shakespeare and essay writing. I really enjoy reading Shakespeare plays 
and I also enjoy writing essays (Bettina, Grade 10 student).   

 
These Grade 10 students perceived significant distinctions between language instruction and 

learning in elementary and secondary school. When asked to reflect on, “The biggest differences I have 
seen between elementary Language Arts and high school English are”:  

 
High school English is harder, and language arts is easy, so easy. There is a lot of reading. (Drew, Grade 
10 student). 
 
Language Arts in elementary school all we did was write short stories and in high school English we actually 
have lessons (Bettina, Grade 10 student).  
 
The difference between elementary Language Arts and high school English is writing longer essays with 
more strict rules and requirements (Saed, Grade 10 student).  
 
In high school we focus on English itself (Micheleann, Grade 10 student).  

 
The responses of these Grade 10 students suggest that they perceive that high school English is 
structured and technical. They see elementary Language Arts as informal and high school English has 
defined parameters with focused lessons.   
 

6. Is there an impact on students’ literacy skills as a function of their teachers’ participation in 
the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project? 

 
At the Student Forum, students were asked to provide feedback regarding the unit of study that 

they participated in through the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry. Some of them had focused 
on a news report unit and others a critical literacy unit on the Olympics. Students were asked to recall 
memorable learning and key areas of interest.  
 

Students’ Critical Literacy Skills 
 
Multiple students replied that having the opportunity to critically analyze current new events 

increased their interest in literacy learning. It provided them an opportunity to look at current stories and 
events in a different way. Specifically, when interviewed about the resources that were used in the focal 
lessons, a Grade 8 student commented on her teacher accessing text that spoke to impactful current 
issues:  

 
One time we sat in groups and she brought in newspaper articles. We had to look at them and highlight the 
success criteria and where we could find it in a real article. My group had an article about Flight 470 [re: 
Malasian plane disappearance]. We were actually reading about the topic; we were interested in it; we were 
hightlighting. When you are interested in the topic, you get drawn into it, you get focused and you get really 
motivated about it. (Erica, Grade 8 student)   

 
The Grade 8 students (in four of the six classrooms) positively recalled the inquiry question that guided 
their learning in the critical literacy unit, “What is the value of the Olympics and at what cost?” Multiple 
students commented that they were engaged by the introduction of the unit with this inquiry and it 
encouraged them to wear their “critical hats.” They then used critical literacy skills to reveal hidden 
elements of the Sochi Olympics. After reading and viewing online text, they responded to questions 
such as, “Who’s voice is missing? Who’s point of view is presented?” Level 3+ responses included:  

 
In this article, the voices that are missing are others who live in Sochi, Russia, news reporters and athletes 
that have opinions on how much money was spent. (Grade 8 student) 
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The point of view presented in the article is the Russian government’s and the author is informing us about 
the location of the Sochi Olympics and how it is. (Grade 8 student) 

 
Students acquired a deeper understanding of the multiple aspects of the Olympic Games when 
perceived through a critical lens. This was consistent with what they wrote on their Exit Cards when 
asked, “What I enjoyed the most about the English/Language Arts unit was…. 

 
…we got to go deeper and we had a chance to really get engaged. I now understand what people have 
sacrificed for our entertainment (Grade 8 student) 
 
… we looked past the sports component of the Olympics and looked at the real world problems going on 
(Grade 8 student) 
 
… the topic was about a present event which made it more relatable and fun (Grade 8 student) 

 

These Grade 8 students recognized that these aspects that they “enjoyed” will be transferrable 
skills into Grade 9 English. Responding to the question prompt on the Exit Card, “Something I learned 
that has helped prepare me for next year’s English class is… 

 
…how to approach biased situations with evidence from the text and my own personal ideas (Grade 8 
student) 
 
…how to dig deeper and read between the lines (Grade 8 student) 
 
…that all articles and issues surrounding a topic will always have a biased side (Grade 8 student) 

 
Grade 9 students also commented that they will be better prepared for English next year as they 

understand, “… the style in which you are supposed to write an article and what will engage people to 
read your article [and] …how to interpret media and how to write opinion pieces and essays (Grade 9 
students). The Grade 9 English teachers garnered students’ written reflections, “What is one question 
that is still on your mind about media?” Typical Grade 9 responses indicated their ability to recognize 
the commodification and influence of media: 

 
Who does media benefit the most?  
How does media affect different genders at different ages? 
How can we fix all of the negative effects of media? 
Why does media purposely try to influence young people to do certain things?  
Why do people keep buying magazines filled with lies? 
How can I make sure that the media is not influencing me in a negative way? 

 
 Students’ Literacy Agency 

 
These students were involved in creating success criteria for the news report that they 

subsequently produced. Students valued having this voice and they stated that it was helpful to have 
success criteria to write their news reports.  

 
We had to write a newspaper article. We had to read each other’s and edit  them. We used success criteria 
to write a good article. I found it helpful beacause as a class we wrote the success criteria based on the bad 
newspaper article samples. So when we were writing our own, it was like a checklist to see whether we had 
this or this. If you put a check mark on it you were feeling pretty confident that you were going to get a good 
grade on it. (Erica, Grade 8 student)    
 
The success criteria helped me the most because you could write your article and then check to see if you 
had all you needed to include. (Grade 8 student)   
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Students also stated in their Exit Cards that they enjoyed, “ …being able to say what I want to say when 
writing a news broadcast…[and] being able to analyze media and then being able to construct my own 
media” (Grade 8 students). When interviewed another Grade 8 student stated:  

 
For the newspaper article, my favourite part of the project was when we got to write at the end of it about an 
event in our book. This was something that we were individually interested in. You got to add your own 
details and we got to publish it. We got to design it and it looked like an actual newspaper article with 
pictures. (Erica, Grade 8 student) 

 

In a similar vein, Grade 9 students responded to a written reflection on whether they liked the 
option of choosing a text to read and react to. Among their reflections were: 

 
Yes, I like being able to pick a story because I might have a better connection with that story and have more 
ideas about what to write. (Grade 9 student) 
 
I did because there is nothing worse than having to write a page on something you don’t like. (Grade 9 
student) 
 
I could choose the story that I understood the best, so I was able to do better on making a report on that 
story. (Grade 9 student)   

 
Making learning relevant and opening up option to their interests provides these adolescent learners 
with opportunities for choice and ultimately self-determination. 

 
Students’ Language and Literacy Learning Strategies 

 
How students make use of learning strategies was reiterated in the one-on-one interviews when 

asked the question, “What literacy strategies did you use most during that unit? How did these 
strategies help you understand the topic/content?” A representative response was:   

 
I tried to figure out who’s point of view and figure out who they [article authors] were talking about. 
Sometimes they [authors] didn’t even talk about the other side of the argument so you knew there was a 
bias. So you have to think of both sides all the time. (Cory, Grade 8 student) 
 

 Within the classes that focused on a critical analysis of the Olympics, two graphic organizers 
were used to guide reading responses. The I-C-Q Strategy prompted students to summarize an 
interesting point and connection from the reading. As shown in Figure 4. The final prompt, “What 
questions do I have?” was used effectively to guide subsequent inquiry about the money spent on the 
Olympics.  
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Figure 4. Student Sample of I-C-Q Strategy 
 
A second graphic organizer featured four “A’s” that prompted students to adopt a stance on text that 
they had read. Students noted what they “AGREED” with, would “ARGUE,” their implicit 
“ASSUMPTIONS” and “ACTIONS” to be taken.  Figure 5.  is an example of a Grade 8 student response 
to an article on the red Canadian Olympic mittens.    
 

 
 
Figure 5. Student Sample of the Four A’s Strategy 
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Students’ Confidence 
 

It is reasonable to conjecture that a student outcome of this project is student confidence. At the 
Student Forum, the final Exit Card question was, “What do you do well in English/Language Arts 
(Reading; Writing; Listening; Discussing)? Describe why you think this.” Student responses indicated a 
breadth across all dimensions of language:   

 
…reading because my teachers and family like to discuss what I am reading about (Grade 8 student)  
…reading because I understand stories and I explain my answers with plenty of detail (Grade 8 student) 
…reading because I can take words from the text to support my answers (Grade 9 student) 
…to write down my ideas, brainstorm and explain reasoning in my writing (Grade 9 student) 
…writing is enjoyable to do and it is where I can express my ideas and not feel shy (Grade 8 student) 
…writing because I can put all of my ideas together in an organized way (Grade 9 student) 
…I listen effectively and know what I am doing later on (Grade 8 student) 
…I am best at discussing with others because it makes my opinions stronger (Grade 8 student) 
….discussing because I can analyzed from multiple views (Grade 9 student)  

 
Responses related to reading express students’ engagement and comprehension while responses 
related to writing indicate that they understand the purpose is to express themselves coherently. 
Discussion is viewed instrumentally as contributing to fruitful and diverse communication.     

 

 
 
 

Limitations 
 

Educational research is inherently open to limitations due to the nature of the work with human 
participants. The study examined here exhibits some limitations that merit noting. There is the risk of 
response bias of social desirability when the teachers, facilitators, and students are interviewed 
(Creswell, 2012). Specifically, the interviewees might have filtered their responses in a conscious effort 
to create a favourable impression of participating in this project. There is an even stronger tendency for 
participants to modify their responses when they are not anonymous (Creswell, 2012). A related 
concern might be from the self-report measure that the teachers completed. Likert-scale surveys such 
as the one used to capture teachers’ beliefs about literacy instruction are susceptible to biased self-
reporting (Creswell, 2012). Another limitation might stem from the researchers (and facilitators) being 
present during the observation, co-planning, and meetings. The Hawthorne effect (i.e., participants may 
change their typical behaviour merely because of the presence of the researchers) may have limited 
results (Creswell, 2012).  

A specific major obstacle that was encountered in this study was the relatively high rate of 
teacher participant withdrawals; this was due to the structure of the academic calendar for secondary 
education which is divided into two semesters.  There were 5 secondary teacher participants who 
taught Grade 9 English in Semester 1, but due to changes in their teaching schedules, were not 
teaching Grade 9 English in Semester 2. Thus, facilitators need to consider and navigate the logistical 
challenges associated with the secondary-level course timing and scheduling in order to establish 
carry-over and consistency from one semester to another.  

Finally, this research also included a small number of teacher participants from a medium-sized 
school board which results in a low level of generalizability. There was also no random assignment of 
teachers to a control or intervention condition. This research could thus be enhanced using a quasi-
experimental design with the inclusion of a teacher (non-intervention) control group.  
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Next Steps 
 
Lessons Learned: Implications for Practice 
 

The research summarized here offers a unique perspective as it is founded on three years of 
implementation of the Cross Panel Literacy Collaborative Inquiry project. This time frame afforded 
stakeholders to use the data already collected as a means to help inform future decision making and 
improve professional practice. This pattern should now be repeated with subsequent iterations of this 
project (or a hybrid version of this project), especially with veteran teacher participants.  

Without question, an essential component of this professional learning project was the release 
time that teachers received to engage in collaborative inquiry and co-plan with their teaching partners. 
Teachers stated that the time that they were allocated to co-plan was invaluable not only to share their 
knowledge and plan to move forward, but also led to higher levels of risk taking, creativity, intrinsic 
motivation and professional satisfaction among the teachers. This was accomplished through the 
establishment of small collaborative groups that were focused on a common professional inquiry using 
a common professional resource. Additionally, the time devoted to teacher moderation of student work 
validated the process of planning and using assessment to inform instruction. The self-determination 
that teachers were granted to set the path of their own professional learning was one of the key 
contributors to the perceived effect of this project.  Circuitously, this mirrors the key elements articulated 
in the purpose of this collaborative inquiry project as a whole. 

Teacher participants came to realize that there were more similarities than differences between 
the language arts and English curriculum expectations; consequently, they have begun to establish a 
bridge between the two panels. This work needs to continue; professional learning might focus on 
curriculum mapping and collapsing expectations into groupings that could be meaningfully taught 
concurrently and across grade levels.  Clustering expectations across the four elementary strands and 
making connections to the secondary curriculum expectations would be a next step in implementing this 
program of professional learning.   

As a function of participating in this project, the cross-panel teachers also developed and shared 
with each other a repertoire of new instructional strategies, ideas, and resources that they subsequently 
added to their evolving teacher toolkit to support adolescent literacy development. They began to use 
common strategies and supports in their literacy instruction and assessment, and thus, their students 
experienced consistency in literacy pedagogy.  Most notably, the returning Grade 9 participants 
experienced a pedagogical shift in their instructional practices, from a passive-down experience to an 
active, bottom-up experience, which maximized student engagement and ensured students’ successful 
transition from elementary to secondary school. This implies that funding, resources, and periodic 
release time for observing and co-planning should be provided in order to build continuity and 
consistency across all grade levels.  

The teachers were also introduced to new literacy strategies and protocols through experiential 
approaches during their professional learning sessions. This embedded professional learning was 
perceived by many teachers as one of the most important ingredients of effective professional 
development. The understandings developed were not connected to abstract ideas but rather to 
concrete, hands-on experiences that the teachers immediately applied and transferred to their 
respective classrooms. These expressed preferences should be taken seriously by professional 
learning facilitators.  

The teaching strategies, protocols, and literacy-rich assessments that were embedded within the 
teachers’ backward design unit plans increased students’ productivity and the quality of their work. In 
support of this, previous research has found that when lessons are well-organized with attention to 
necessary prerequisite elements, it can be said to flow well—that is, students are engaged and off-task 
behaviour is at a minimum (Little & Akin-Little, 2008). Positive outcomes associated with the backward 
design model also included: planned and purposeful diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment 
tasks. By starting with the desired end result, teachers were able to keep the instruction focused, thus 
avoiding an overreliance on activities and experiences that might haphazardly address the particular 
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goal or goals of the instruction; and the propensity to cover copious amounts of material without enough 
depth to make any of it meaningful. The adoption of the backward design approach also required 
teachers to consider how they would determine if students have achieved the desired goals at the 
outset. This was reportedly one of the most profound changes in teachers` instructional practices. 
There is a strong tendency for teachers to begin a unit without a clear assessment in mind (Howard, 
2007). However, as teacher participants designed their AFLs and AOLs, the idea of checking for 
understanding remained constant and informed their subsequent instruction. That said, the backward 
design framework should continue to be implemented in future iterations of this project. Of course, 
teachers need to have a working knowledge of, and be allocated the appropriate length of time to 
successfully adopt the key principles of this framework. 
 
Implications for Future Research 
  

 It should be noted that the element of co-teaching was removed from the current iteration (Year 
2) of this project.  Findings from Year 1 indicated that the presence of a Grade 9 English teacher in the 
Grade 8 classrooms helped assuage the students' fears of high school English, provided them with the 
opportunity to interact with their potential future teacher, and students gained some understanding of 
the expectations of high school (Gallagher & Ciampa, 2013). For the teacher participants, co-teaching 
increased levels of cross-panel collaboration, communication, and investment in bridging the gap from 
Grade 8 to Grade 9 (Gallagher & Ciampa, 2013). Facilitators might re-evaluate the inclusion of co-
teaching in subsequent cross-panel project designs.  

The paucity of longitudinal research tracking the effects of teacher professional learning on both 
educators’ practice and students’ literacy achievement means that little is yet known about the potential 
for establishing enduringly effective professional learning communities. An opportunity exists for a 
sustained investigation into the program of literacy professional learning that has been presented 
herein. The teachers that have served as participants for this portion of the project are also well-
positioned to further enhance their literacy instruction and be tracked into the following academic year. 
This could adopt a quasi-experimental research design with a non-intervention group or an intimate 
case study design. 

For further consideration, the research design could be extended to include beginning teachers 
entering the profession who might be mentored by the experienced, returning teacher participants. This 
type of parallel professional learning builds collegial professional practice among teachers and has a 
particularly high focus on student learning, which consequently makes a significant contribution to the 
research literature.  
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